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Kunzmann WF 650 - 5AX
A cutting-edge, all-round high performance milling machine for modern
production of precision single parts as well as variable series manufacturing.
The 5-axis simultaneous version WF 650 is delivered with a controlled CNC
tilting and rotary table and can be executed suitable to the use with two different
spindle versions.
- Milling head with gear box providing a spindle torque and incl. an
integrated collision absorber
- Motor spindle, dynamic spindle with high spindle speed range for the
perfect workpiece surface
An extensive selection of accessories makes it easy to adapt the WF 650-5AX
to individual customer needs.
Major characteristics of KUNZMANN are:
• Sophisticated ripped cast iron construction with high inherent
		 stiffness in modern massive block design
• High performance motor spindle with coolant system
		 or on request milling head with gear box
• CNC tilting and rotary table Ø 400 mm
		 with a wide tilting range +120°/-105°
• Ergonomically designed machine with large front and side door,
		 providing direct access to working area
• High performance contouring control Heidenhain TNC 640
		 or Siemens 840 D sl ShopMill for 3-D processing
Control:
HEIDENHAIN TNC 640 CONTOURING CONTROL
Modern CNC-high performance control for 3-D-processing of complex
workpieces with a fast block processing time.
The control provides a hard disk as well as USB/Fast-Ethernet-Interfaces for
a fast program management.
Extensive functions for graphics and simultaneous possibilities.
Especially Heidenhain TNC 640:
- Programming with Heidenhain conversational, DIN/ISO-Code
- Making of angular boring holes automatically /
machining of cylindrical contours (option)
- DXF-Converter (option), load directly and convert DXF-files
SIEMENS 840 D sl ShopMill COUNTOURING CONTROL
Modern CNC-high performance control for 3-D-processing of complex workpieces with a fast block processing time.
The control provides a memory card as well as USB/Fast-Ethernet-Interfaces for
a fast program management.
Extensive functions for graphics and simultaneous possibilities.

Especially Siemens 840 D sl:
- ShopMill user interface - Wide range of programming possibilities in the DIN/ISO code
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